Kia rio purge valve

P is a very common OBD2 code. This is typically caused by a short in the wiring to or from the
purge valve solenoid, or an issue with the solenoid itself. Before you do anything, make sure
the gas cap is on and sealed tightly. A bad gas cap can throw this code. Otherwise these vapors
are sent out into the air. Here are the most common ones:. P indicates that there is a problem
with the process that commands the purge valve solenoid. A good code scanner can really help
aid you in diagnosing P When it opens, you should be able to hear it. P is a relatively easy
trouble code to diagnose. If there is anything you would like to add below, please leave a
comment. Good luck fixing your Kia Rio! You may smell gas. Most commonly caused by a bad
purge valve solenoid. Checking the gas cap can save a lot of time. Gas Smell â€” If the purge
valve is stuck shut, when the fuel vapor builds up it will escape into the air. Lean Condition â€”
A lean condition indicates that the ignition process is occurring with too much air and not
enough fuel in the mixture. This is not very common though. Rio P Causes P indicates that
there is a problem with the process that commands the purge valve solenoid. Take a look at the
wiring harness plugged into the purge valve solenoid and see if it looks undamaged and that it
is secure. Search our online purge valve catalog and find the lowest priced discount auto parts
on the web. We sell wholesale to the public. We specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car
parts and accessories for your car, truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or place your order
online via our secure checkout system. Our online parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so
you can be assured the parts you buy are in stock at the time of ordering. Most orders are
shipped the same day. They are available for the following Kia Rio years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 19,
18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, This part is also sometimes called Kia Rio Purge
Valves. I spend a good money paying mechanics to fix my car because it would always not want
to start on my after pumping gas but I did some research of my own and decided to try
changing the purge valve and that was it!! My car is not acting up anymore. This was the part
we needed. It was inexpensive compared to local auto stores nearby. I received it within a timely
manner and the item was packaged up real nice too. Dormant Purge valve worked Very well,
installation was very easy. Resolved my car issues. Came in 4 days. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Dorman Purge Valve. Package Contents
1 Valve. Features: Fits and functions like original equipment to ensure proper function Made
from premium materials for a long service life Original manufacturer quality Tested to ensure
proper fit and performance. Beck Arnley Purge Valve. Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Kia Rio. Vehicle
Kia Rio. Catalog: A. Catalog: S. The valve carries the responsibility to regulate the amount of
fuel vapor emerging from the charcoal canister. The purge valve is known to work in
synchronization with the charcoal canister to recycle the emissions as they need to get
eliminated through the internal combustion process. That is why; driving with bad purge valve
can affect the engine. Are you worried about how would you know that the valve has
malfunctioned? If you have a bad purge valve, the situation would be worse than a non-working
charcoal canister. Here are the symptoms that could help you decide that it is the purge valve
that has been creating issues. While there is a dozen of reasons that can lead to illumination of
the check engine light, a bad purge valve could be one of them. Once the sensors detect a loss
of signal from the valve, the information gets further communicated to the engine control unit.
This is why the dashboard light illuminates indicating that you have been driving with bad purge
valve. If yes, you would know how smoothly or roughly your vehicle handles it. In case, you
have been noticing a change that has resulted in rough idling, you need to visit a mechanic. The
chances are that the purge valve has been failing and requires your attention. Do not overlook
the issue as it could lead to halting of the engine altogether as vacuum leaks are too likely to
occur. When your car is dealing with a vacuum leak, it is likely that you would find it challenging
to start the car. This problem is even more consistent when it is the purge valve that has gone
haywire. The vacuum leak would further create a let-in through which air enters the engine and
interrupts the combustion process big time. Now, that is not much of a favorable situation! You
could also refer to maintenance tips for more problems that could lead to delay in starting your
vehicle. If you are a lover of high speeds, a poor purge valve will ruin the entire fun of driving.
The engine performance would get poor, and no matter how hard you try, the power generation
would deteriorate. In case you have already started missing your smooth rides, you need to visit
a mechanic. You need to take care of such small issues when moving with desired speeds in on
the mind. Do you know that a purge valve averts toxic hydrocarbons from being ejaculated from
the tailpipe? Then, when you have a bad purge valve, there the toxic hydrocarbons would exit

the internal system. Such a situation would not be good for your emission control tests. With
more of toxicity in the air, you would also be reducing your carbon footprint. Click here!!! These
are the five most common symptoms that you need to track when driving with bad purge valve.
Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at
downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. Leave A
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get gas. On the second or third try it starts but I have to floor it to get it to stay on. Then it's fine
for the most part until I get gas again? Occasionally I get fumes while driving or the first start in
the morning. Also the last time I filled my tank gas came back out like a waterfall after the gas
pump had shut itself off but before I took it out??? Would this be the purge control?? I think
you have a problem with the EVAP system and the tank is not venting properly. GuruY5JNF
answered 3 years ago. GuruLH9T2 answered about a year ago. Purge valve replacement and
gas cap is what was wrong with my 09 kia rio sx. Id get gas or try to fill up and just wouldn't
start. Took about 15 to 20 minutes of trying to turn over. My check gas cap light would come on
and it made more sense after diagnosis. GuruNQMK8 answered about a year ago. Have an 09
Rio with the 1. Just started this issue of starting hard and running terrible for about a mile after
refueling Changed the gas cap and purge valve under the hood I understand there is another
purge valve near the gas tank. Probably will change that next as I am running out of options.
Any other ideas?? GuruCGH answered 4 months ago. DoubleG answered 3 months ago. I have
Rio. Have changed gas cap and both purge valves. When I fill up, I have to crank and hold gas
down and put into gear Also, light went off after second back purge valve changed but code
readers are saying system hasn't been able to reset. Any answers? Recently my car does not
want to start after I put gas in it. It will start anytime except when I get gas. Any ideas? I fill up
the gas tank, the fuller, the worse, then turn the engine over turn the key "on". Then the rpm I
can't get the car to start I tried a couple times but nothing all the lights work radio dash board is
on. I have a kia rio5 standard.. So about last week i was leaving the store an my it turned on fine
but taking off it was like i stalled but the thing is that the battery goes dead an then i hav I have
a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
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Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. P is a very common OBD2 code. This is typically
caused by a short in the wiring to or from the purge valve solenoid, or an issue with the
solenoid itself. Before you do anything, make sure the gas cap is on and sealed tightly. A bad
gas cap can throw this code. Otherwise these vapors are sent out into the air. Here are the most
common ones:. P indicates that there is a problem with the process that commands the purge
valve solenoid. A good code scanner can really help aid you in diagnosing P When it opens, you
should be able to hear it. P is a relatively easy trouble code to diagnose. If there is anything you
would like to add below, please leave a comment. Good luck fixing your Kia Rio! You may smell
gas. Most commonly caused by a bad purge valve solenoid. Checking the gas cap can save a
lot of time. Gas Smell â€” If the purge valve is stuck shut, when the fuel vapor builds up it will
escape into the air. Lean Condition â€” A lean condition indicates that the ignition process is
occurring with too much air and not enough fuel in the mixture. This is not very common
though. Rio P Causes P indicates that there is a problem with the process that commands the
purge valve solenoid. Take a look at the wiring harness plugged into the purge valve solenoid
and see if it looks undamaged and that it is secure. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
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to see if these are working- with no power connected try and blow through, shouldn't be able to.
Can apply 12V and see that it opens to further test. Hardest part of installation is access- best
option is to remove air intake hose. Removing throttle body from intake manifold would provide
even better access, but shouldn't be necessary. You'll find the part hiding just beyond the
throttle body. Removal and installation is as simple as removing 2 hoses and one electrical
connection and reattaching the same way. I did this job in under 30min with just a pliers and a
flat head screwdriver which is used more as a prying tool to unsnap electrical and loosen hose
ends. Can't say for sure just yet, but this and a new gas cap just to cover the bases should have
fixed my P code. One person found this helpful. Shorted and literally fell apart. While markings
appear identical to my original part, item never worked, and I ended up taking my car to dealer
for diagnosis. They found this part to be internally shorted, and it literally fell apart. Dealer also
stated they don't believe this is an actual OEM part. At the least, it's b stock, and was no good.
Seller will be refunding my purchase, so that's a plus. But overall, wasted my time and money
And paid dealer nearly 10 times the cost of this part, and spent half a day, just to have a repair
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July 28, Images in this review. It took a while to get to putting this in, but when my husband
went to do so, found out it is the wrong part for my 5-speed manual Kia Soul. I gave this part
three stars because of the price and quick shipping. I was a bit worried when this part arrived in
a Hyundai Box. Come to find out some Hyundai and Kia engine parts are interchangeable.
Saved a good chunk of cash doing this myself. Gereau on March 24, Original spare part! I was
surprised it was exactly same part that I was replacing on the car. Perfect fit, it took 10 min to
replaced. If you never done it before it might take you 20 min to replace. Thank you for a great
part! Quality part, fixed the issue immediately.
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